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Free ebook 1999 ford expedition interior
dimensions Copy
you ll find between 19 3 and 20 9 cubic feet of space behind the third row depending on
seating positions between 57 5 and 63 6 cubic feet of room behind the second row and 104 6
cubic feet with dimensions inches unless otherwise noted exterior wheelbase 122 5 131 6
length 210 221 9 width excluding mirrors 79 9 79 9 width including mirrors 93 4 93 4 width
mirrors folded 83 6 83 6 vehicle height 76 6 4x2 76 4 4x4 76 4 4x2 76 2 4x4 track front rear 67
6 67 2 67 6 67 2 front overhang 38 2 38 2 rear overhang 49 3 49 3 the 2024 ford expedition has
a huge interior and high towing capacity but the three row suv is limited by inaccurate steering
and low rent cabin materials seating the 2022 expedition seats five people in the base xl stx
model and up to eight in higher trims seven in models with second row captains chairs the
expeditions massive size 38 882 55 977 zip code view local inventory 2021 ford expedition
interior review note this interior review was created when the 2021 ford expedition was new
overall reviewers the 2021 ford expedition is the brand s only three row suv it measures 210
inches long and 76 6 inches wide passengers will appreciate the expedition s spacious interior
with seating for up to eight ample legroom and sliding second row seats that let you adjust
your rear cabin to suit your fleet of family members detailed specs and features for the used
2021 ford expedition including dimensions horsepower engine capacity fuel economy
transmission engine type cylinders drivetrain and more the 2024 ford expedition exterior
dimensions are 210 0 in long and 79 9 in wide without the side mirrors 93 4 in wide with the
side mirrors the 2024 ford expedition max exterior dimensions are 221 9 in long and 79 9 in
wide without the side mirrors 93 4 in wide with the side mirrors 7 5 10 c d rating specs photos
ford highs vast expanse of interior space high towing capacity brisk v 6 powertrain lows
imprecise steering expensive upper trims some tacky interior the 2024 ford expedition xlt suv
features 8 passenger seating 60 40 powerfold with power recline third row seat providing
maximum comfort available cargo space smart charging usb ports are standard on the xlt for
convenient charging on the go what are the dimensions for ford expedition add a comment how
long and wide is a ford expedition answering this question retrospectively the length of ford
expedition changed from 204 6 in 5197 mm in 2001 to 210 in 5334 mm in 2023 the width
increased from 78 6 in 1996 mm in 2001 to 83 6 in 2123 mm in 2020 dimensions dimensions
length 210 0 in overall width with mirrors 93 4 in overall width without mirrors 79 9 in height
76 6 in wheelbase 122 5 in epa interior volume 191 2 cu ft explore the 2024 ford expedition suv
through our captivating gallery inspect detailed specs about interior exterior features
customize your expedition suv using the 360 colorizer tool to pick from a multitude of exterior
color options available years 2022 ford expedition base msrp 52 405 engine 3 5l twin turbo v6
gas horsepower 380 hp fuel economy 17 23 mpg exterior design 8 10 performance 7 10 fuel 9
10 show more other trims 2024 ford expedition xl 4x2 make ford model expedition model year
2024 ford expedition year 2024 msrp 54 555 engine 3 5l twin turbo v6 gas there s a maximum
of 43 9 inches in the front row ample space to stretch out on long drives the second row
provides a spacious 41 5 inches and you can extend it to 42 6 inches by pushing the seat back a
handy feature for accommodating large families or taller passengers with its twin turbocharged
3 5 liter v 6 and 10 speed automatic transmission the expedition is responsive and easy to drive
while the ride is smooth there is a little bit of effort needed in exterior options exterior options
wheel lock kit 75 front license plate bracket 0 inventory compare dealer offers detailed specs
and features for the 2024 ford expedition xl stx
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2024 ford expedition interior u s news world report Mar 28 2024 you ll find between 19 3 and
20 9 cubic feet of space behind the third row depending on seating positions between 57 5 and
63 6 cubic feet of room behind the second row and 104 6 cubic feet with
2021 expedition tech specs ford media center Feb 27 2024 dimensions inches unless otherwise
noted exterior wheelbase 122 5 131 6 length 210 221 9 width excluding mirrors 79 9 79 9
width including mirrors 93 4 93 4 width mirrors folded 83 6 83 6 vehicle height 76 6 4x2 76 4
4x4 76 4 4x2 76 2 4x4 track front rear 67 6 67 2 67 6 67 2 front overhang 38 2 38 2 rear
overhang 49 3 49 3
ford expedition features and specs car and driver Jan 26 2024 the 2024 ford expedition
has a huge interior and high towing capacity but the three row suv is limited by inaccurate
steering and low rent cabin materials
2022 ford expedition interior u s news world report Dec 25 2023 seating the 2022
expedition seats five people in the base xl stx model and up to eight in higher trims seven in
models with second row captains chairs the expeditions massive size
2021 ford expedition interior u s news world report Nov 24 2023 38 882 55 977 zip code view
local inventory 2021 ford expedition interior review note this interior review was created when
the 2021 ford expedition was new overall reviewers
what are the interior dimensions of the 2021 ford expedition Oct 23 2023 the 2021 ford
expedition is the brand s only three row suv it measures 210 inches long and 76 6 inches wide
passengers will appreciate the expedition s spacious interior with seating for up to eight ample
legroom and sliding second row seats that let you adjust your rear cabin to suit your fleet of
family members
used 2021 ford expedition specs features edmunds Sep 22 2023 detailed specs and features for
the used 2021 ford expedition including dimensions horsepower engine capacity fuel economy
transmission engine type cylinders drivetrain and more
2024 ford expedition suv photos videos interior Aug 21 2023 the 2024 ford expedition exterior
dimensions are 210 0 in long and 79 9 in wide without the side mirrors 93 4 in wide with the
side mirrors the 2024 ford expedition max exterior dimensions are 221 9 in long and 79 9 in
wide without the side mirrors 93 4 in wide with the side mirrors
2024 ford expedition review pricing and specs car and driver Jul 20 2023 7 5 10 c d rating
specs photos ford highs vast expanse of interior space high towing capacity brisk v 6
powertrain lows imprecise steering expensive upper trims some tacky interior
2024 ford expedition xlt suv model details specs Jun 19 2023 the 2024 ford expedition xlt suv
features 8 passenger seating 60 40 powerfold with power recline third row seat providing
maximum comfort available cargo space smart charging usb ports are standard on the xlt for
convenient charging on the go
ford expedition dimensions exterior interior May 18 2023 what are the dimensions for ford
expedition add a comment how long and wide is a ford expedition answering this question
retrospectively the length of ford expedition changed from 204 6 in 5197 mm in 2001 to 210 in
5334 mm in 2023 the width increased from 78 6 in 1996 mm in 2001 to 83 6 in 2123 mm in
2020
used 2020 ford expedition specs features edmunds Apr 17 2023 dimensions dimensions length
210 0 in overall width with mirrors 93 4 in overall width without mirrors 79 9 in height 76 6 in
wheelbase 122 5 in epa interior volume 191 2 cu ft
2024 ford expedition suv photos videos interior Mar 16 2023 explore the 2024 ford expedition
suv through our captivating gallery inspect detailed specs about interior exterior features
customize your expedition suv using the 360 colorizer tool to pick from a multitude of exterior
color options
2022 ford expedition photos interior carbuzz Feb 15 2023 available years 2022 ford expedition
base msrp 52 405 engine 3 5l twin turbo v6 gas horsepower 380 hp fuel economy 17 23 mpg
exterior design 8 10 performance 7 10 fuel
2024 ford expedition photos interior carbuzz Jan 14 2023 9 10 show more other trims 2024
ford expedition xl 4x2 make ford model expedition model year 2024 ford expedition year 2024
msrp 54 555 engine 3 5l twin turbo v6 gas
2024 ford expedition interior dimensions features Dec 13 2022 there s a maximum of 43 9
inches in the front row ample space to stretch out on long drives the second row provides a
spacious 41 5 inches and you can extend it to 42 6 inches by pushing the seat back a handy
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feature for accommodating large families or taller passengers
2024 ford expedition a comprehensive guide on features Nov 12 2022 with its twin
turbocharged 3 5 liter v 6 and 10 speed automatic transmission the expedition is responsive
and easy to drive while the ride is smooth there is a little bit of effort needed in
2024 ford expedition xl stx specs features edmunds Oct 11 2022 exterior options exterior
options wheel lock kit 75 front license plate bracket 0 inventory compare dealer offers detailed
specs and features for the 2024 ford expedition xl stx
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